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In recent years, there has been a lot of intellectual property community cases 
about folklore derivative works and the accepted courts have conducted different 
verdicts. Folklore derivative works is a new concept emerged in judicial practice in 
recent years. The research of its originality will help to form a mature approach to 
protect itself and will also help to solve the problems in court practice. Moreover, 
the new stimulus brought by folklore derivative works will not only reproduce but 
also increase aesthetic appeal derived by tradition. In a word, the audience can 
enjoy the new art, and the folklore heritage can get continuous transmission power. 
    This article is divided into introduction, text and conclusion, the main text 
have three parts.  
    Chapter 1 is "the difference between the folklore, folklore works and its 
derivative works" .By comparing the concepts and legal characteristics of folklore, 
folklore works and folklore derivative works, We can know that its originality is 
prerequisite protected by copyright law.  
    Chapter 2 is "the originality standard of folklore derivative works ". This 
chapter is composed of originality, comparison of originality standard under 
different legislative purpose and the principle in the originality recognition process 
of folklore derivative works, ideological expression dichotomy and substantially 
similar + contact methods. That can set a theoretical basis for the recognition 
process of originality of folklore derivative works. 
    Chapter 3 is “the problems and perfection in originality recognition of 
folklore derivative works”. This chapter points out the uncertainty of derivative 
works and its protection; originality property uncertain; difficulty to grasp the 
extent of originality. At last ,I try to give a proposal in a clear concept, properties, 
the extent of originality. 
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其中，调解 4 件，撤诉 5 件，判决 7 件，其中支持原告诉求的有 6 件，驳回
原告诉求的有 1 件。可见，法律实践中对于赵梦林案件的判决并没有出现一
致意见。据析，赵梦林创作民《京剧脸谱》、《中国京剧脸谱》两大画册，2003







































最早由英国著名的考古学家 W.G.Thoms 在 1846 年使用。另外，国际上以民间
文学艺术的表述大约可以分为以下几种：Cultural Property（文化财产），Cultural 
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